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Abstract. The temporal variability of the 532-nm optical depth of cirrus clouds observed with a
lidar at Observatory of Haute-Provence (43.9°N, 5.7°E, and 683-m altitude), has been analyzed.
While advection dominates at the first order, variability of the optical depth on timescales of
minutes can be related to spatial fluctuations of cloud properties on typical scales of a few kilo-
meters. Log-normal distributions of the optical depth have been used to model the variability of
the cirrus optical depth as observed by lidars. These investigations have been performed for three
independent classes of cirrus. The log-normal distribution of the optical depth is applicable to the
classes of thin clouds; however, for thick clouds, likely due to successive freezing/defreezing
effects, the distribution is rather bimodal. This work compares the effects of visible solar light
scattered by inhomogeneous cirrus to effects generated by homogeneous clouds having a con-
stant geometrical thickness using the short-scale lidar observations of optical depth distribution
and an analytical approach. In the case of thin cirrus, the scattering of solar light reaching the
ground is stronger for inhomogeneous than homogeneous cirrus. In case of thick cirrus, multiple-
scattering processes need to be considered. The conclusion is that log-normal distribution of the
cirrus optical depth should be considered in any radiative calculation in case of model grids
larger than a few kilometers whatever the cirrus type is. © The Authors. Published by SPIE
under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this
work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI:
10.1117/1.JRS.7.073530]
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1 Introduction

1.1 Cloudiness and Climate Modelling

The processes controlling the distribution of clouds inducing radiative effects are key factors in
climate modelling to determine the rate and magnitude of climate changes. The cloud radiative
force is still one of the major uncertainties for climate modeling as pointed out by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report.1 As a consequence of the difficulty
to correctly model the cloud effects, numerical climate simulations exhibit large discrepancies in
terms of predicted mean temperature changes.2

Prognostic cloud schemes explicitly compute the average concentrations of water and ice in
the cloudy part of each spatial resolution element (or grid cell), typically the boxes of few degrees
in latitude and longitude. However, the large variability of water vapor covering almost all rel-
evant atmospheric spatial and temporal scales is the main origin of cirrus inhomogeneity and
consequently in climate modelling difficulties, as these models use mean gridded values and do
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not take into account the subgrid scale variability.3 This study is an attempt to derive information
about the subgrid variability of the cirrus optical depth using lidar measurements.

1.2 Cirrus Variability Observed by Satellite

Similarly, cloud properties deduced from satellite measurements may be biased because of vari-
ous factors like three-dimensional (3-D) radiative effects resulting from cloud nonhomogene-
ities.4 Cirrus clouds, formed under the cold conditions of the upper troposphere, occur in an
area where the horizontal transport is important even for tropics, when the convection locally
contributes to an intense vertical transport of the water vapor. This adiabatic transport over quasi-
horizontal isentropes generates filamentary structures over a wide range of scales. A recent
investigation5 using a high-resolution advection model has forecasted local water vapor concen-
trations of nearly 30 ppmv at around 200 to 250 hPa, within filamentary structures with typical
sections of 10 to 100 km. The horizontal average over a box of several degrees will drastically
reduce the water vapor gradient to the background value of around 15 to 20 ppmv which is close
to climatological values and sometimes remains below the threshold of cirrus cloud formation.

Passive methods aboard nadir satellites viewing, even if their footprint resolution increases
nowadays, do not capture all cirrus types,6,7 especially those with optical depths smaller than
0.03 that are visually not detected from ground and are named as subvisible clouds.8 The limb-
scanning method allows a better detection of thin cirrus as their path of sight crosses the cirrus
over a typical distance of 100 km.9,10 Active methods using space and ground-based lidars pro-
vide data in good agreement,11,12 however, the orbit and speed of the satellite do not allow a
detailed analysis of the short-term variability.

1.3 Scattering in Clouds

The World Meteorological Organization13 defines cirrus clouds as silky sheen or fibrous appear-
ing as a clone’s heritage of the classification made by Hildebrandson.14 Due to their altitude of
occurrence of usually >7 km, cirrus cloud composition is dominated by ice crystals while the
majority of clouds are composed of water droplets. For clouds that are mainly composed of ice,
the main cause of the extinction of light is the scattering effect.15

Due to either fluctuations of the depth of the cirrus clouds or particle concentrations within
the cirrus, the optical depth can be <0.03 or >0.1. Consequently, the scattered solar light by
cirrus as received on the ground is due to single scattering processes or can include multi-
ple-scattering contributions depending on the optical depth value.16 However, the amplitude
of this effect strongly depends on the field of view collecting the scattered light. Lidars
using small field of views (<5 arc min) are less sensitive to this effect than instruments,
which receive light at ground from all directions.

During the last decades, many experimental campaigns using complementary techniques
have significantly improved the description of cloud particles and have revealed their large diver-
sity in particle shape and size distribution.17 However, the exact link between microphysic cloud
parameters associated with their formation processes and their radiative effects at the model grid-
scale have not provided the expected full physical parameters set as inputs to the numerical
climate models. At the macroscopic scale, spatial inhomogeneity of clouds is also a possible
candidate to explain the observed discrepancies between the model results of the radiative impact
of a cloudy scene depending on the horizontal resolution and results using cirrus optical depths
estimated from satellites.

The atmospheric water vapor transport either by convection and advection or through crystal
sedimentation modifies the distribution of water vapor and ice particles concentration through
highly nonlinear processes. Consequently, the description of cirrus occurrence using mean val-
ues is also biased due to the subgrid scale variability.18 Gu and Liou19 have tested the radiative
effects of broken clouds and multilayer clouds using a 3-D radiative transfer model. They show
that cirrus clouds with a maximum overlap tend to produce less shortwave heating than those
with random overlap, and furthermore, they show that broken clouds generate more shortwave
heating and more infrared (IR) cooling compared to continuous cloud fields used in the
simulation.
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1.4 Lidar Measurements

The magnitude of the radiative forcing by cirrus depends on its altitude and their optical depth,
which is a function of both the geometrical and optical properties of the particles and their num-
ber concentration.20,21 For a given cirrus cloud, those parameters vary over the three spatial
dimensions due to small-scale water vapor structures and variability in time. Despite the diffi-
culty to deduce microphysical properties from lidar measurements,22 the vertical structure, as
well as its temporal evolution associated with air masses passing over a given location, is
well described by a ground-based lidar.

The short-wave radiative transfer effects through cirrus can be calculated from the optical
depth23 and their nonhomogeneity can be represented by optical depth distribution functions.
Kärcher and Strom24 suggest that dynamics are a key factor for cirrus formation and, conse-
quently, for optical depth distribution. Kay et al.25 investigate optical depth distributions
based on dynamical processes. They show that these distributions primarily depend on the
ice crystal fallout time scale and that the vertical wind velocity is a key factor in these processes.
Lidars also allow probing cirrus structure and deriving their optical depth with vertical and tem-
poral resolutions (see Sec. 4). Combined measurements at two wavelengths22 such as lidar and
mid-infrared radiometry measurements, to obtain the cloud optical depth distribution and to esti-
mate solar albedo, show biases as large as 25%.

The routine measurements performed at Observatory of Haute-Provence (43.90°N and
5.71°E) during nighttime since 1997 have permitted usb to produce a first lidar climatology
based on the morphologic cloud parameters including mean altitude, geometrical and optical
depth.26 During the 1997 to 1999 period, most of the measurements were conducted during
night time. Since 1999, lidar measurements are carried out around three times a week at night-
time. The cluster analysis,27 including mean cloud temperatures and cloud vertical distributions,
has revealed that three statistically distinct classes can be identified. Each class corresponds to
different formation processes permitting one to rank it based upon morphological parameters.
The class attribution is not yet fully demonstrated as in addition to standard large-scale cirrus,
contrail-induced cirrus and isentropic filamentary from tropical areas can be the two other mech-
anisms of cirrus occurrence at mid-latitudes. Cirrus are observed in the vicinity of the tropopause
corresponding to sporadic clouds in filamentary of wet air masses advected from the tropics28

and have been reproduced using a high-resolution advection model generating a high concen-
tration water vapor field with realistic structures.5

The power of the lidar and the low background light allow accessing the high-altitude clouds
with high sampling rate on the order of minutes. The variability of the optical depth derived from
lidar measurements can be related to horizontal cloud variability generated by advection.

1.5 Present Study

In this work, it is proposed to investigate the radiative effect of cirrus of the different classes
already identified27 having a log-normal distributed optical depth. For that, we compare the
impact of the inhomogeneous cirrus optical depth on ground irradiance with the impact of homo-
geneous cirrus optical depth equal to the most probable one of the log-normal distribution.

Section 2 describes the lidar, whereas Sec. 3 is dedicated to the method for derivation the
cirrus optical depth. Section 4 provides us with the short-term (2 min and 40 s) distribution of the
optical depth and Sec. 5 presents the analytical calculation of the optical depth and results as a
function of cirrus class. A conclusion is given in Sec. 6.

2 Lidar Description

The lidar, which operates at Observatory of Haute-Provence in South of France was initially
designed to measure Rayleigh scattering to derive temperature29 as well as stratospheric aero-
sols30 in the framework of the Network for the Detection of Stratospheric Changes, is described
in Ref. 31. In 1994, three channels were added for water vapor, nitrogen density, and aerosols for
simultaneous cirrus retrieval. The system is based on the second harmonic of a pulsed Nd:Yag
laser, which emits pulses of 300 mJ output energy at 532 nm with 50 Hz repetition rate.

Keckhut et al.: Subgrid-scale cirrus observed by lidar at mid-latitude: variability effects. . .
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Backscattered photons are collected into different channels by means of optical fibers mounted
in the focal plane of mirrors having different sizes and in a mosaic of four mirrors for the
Rayleigh channels. The lidar transmitter–receiver system is shown in Fig. 1. The cirrus channel
used a 20-cm telescope and an optical fiber of 1-mm diameter. The field of view is equal to
1 mrad. Because the measurements were also dedicated to stratospheric aerosol analyses, an
electronic shutter system has been added to reduce the noise induced by the initial light
pulse. Due to this electronic shutter, clouds are only detected >6 km height. The photon count-
ing system has a 0.5 ms bin width, which corresponds to a height resolution of 75 m.

The cirrus detection system (Fig. 2), connected to the receiver by the optical fibers, is composed
of a primary lens that provides a collimated beam followed by an interference filter. A mechanical
electric shutter is mounted after the filter to adjust the number of photons to be received on the
photocathode of the photomultiplier. After the shutter, a final lens is used to focus the photons on
the photocathode. The adjustment of the photon flux is required because the lidar signal due to the
presence of clouds may vary to a large extent. This device allows us to optimize the lidar signal and
the quality of the retrieval. The detector is operated in a photocounting mode. To avoid specular
reflections for normal incidences that occur in some cases when ice crystals are horizontally ori-
ented,31–34 the lidar beam is tilted from zenith by a few degrees.

3 Lidar Data Analysis

Lidar data obtained at Observatory of Haute-Provence have been analyzed using a method sim-
ilar to that described by Goldfarb et al.26 Lidars provide accurate and direct data for cloud heights

Fig. 1 Synthetic view of the emission-reception system of the observatory of Haute-Provence
(OHP) aerosol-temperature lidar.

Fig. 2 Optical system for filtering and detection of the aerosols-cirrus channel of the OHP lidar.
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and vertical thickness as well as useful information about the vertical distribution of light scat-
tered inside the clouds. However, due to the large variability of the vertical shape of clouds, we
choose to investigate cloud structure through a more integrative parameter, namely the optical
depth. The lidar retrieval of the cirrus optical depth requires some assumptions such as the lidar
ratio (LR) corresponding to the extinction–backscattering ratio.

The optical depth is calculated from the air density nairðzÞ, the scattering ratio [SRðzÞ], as a
function of altitude z (from sea level), the Rayleigh backscattering cross section (σRayleigh), and
the LR, using the relationship:

τ ¼ ðLRÞσRayleigh
Z

Zmax

Zmin

nairðzÞ½SRðzÞ − 1�dz: (1)

The scattering ratio is calculated from the elastic-backscatter lidar signal at 532 nm due to
molecules and particles and the Nitrogen Raman scattering with a shifted wavelength (at
607 nm) proportional to air density.35 The scattering ratio is calibrated in the altitude range
from 20 to 25 km where we assume aerosol-free conditions. During the preceding years, no
major volcanic eruption occurred and consequently, the background stratospheric aerosol con-
centration is very low. The optical depth is calculated for the altitude range from 7 to 14 km
where most of the cirrus clouds were observed.26 The LR can be directly derived from the lidar
extinction profile and backscatter coefficient, however, large uncertainties and biases concerning
the retrieved values are likely obtained35 in case of subvisible cirrus and thick clouds (when no
Rayleigh scattering above the cloud is detected). The LR depends on the optical characteristics of
the cirrus particles including size, shape, and particle composition and thus can vary vertically
within a cloud. Usually, the value of the LR is assumed constant within the cloud while we know
that bigger particles are found at the bottom of the cloud and smaller particles at the top. The
attempts to systematically retrieve LR directly using the lidar signal itself have been obtained
with large uncertainties leading to a wide spread of values.36 The laser light is attenuated during
its passage through the cloud. This is detectable on the lidar signals, however, for subvisible
clouds, the attenuation is low and in that case, the optical depth is retrieved with large uncer-
tainties. This is especially true for short integration times such as those we used in this study with
initial averaging of 160 s. For this reason, in the previous studies, the LR was set to a constant
value of 18.2 sr.37 Recent studies report mean values of 30 sr.38,39 Most of these past investi-
gations have been performed for optically thick cirrus and it was not demonstrated at that time
that the cirrus clouds of different types have different LRs. Chen et al.40 show that the LR varies
with the cirrus optical thickness. Subvisible clouds have LR around 20 sr close to what have been
used in previous studies26,39 and show values larger than 30 sr for thicker clouds. To derive
optical depth distributions, the latter two values were used according to the cirrus classes.
This is why, in this study, optical depths for both classes corresponding to thin clouds (C1
and C3) were retrieved using the Platt’s value, and for thicker clouds (class C2) have used a
larger value of 30 sr. The air density number concentration nairðzÞ is calculated from the
Mass Spectrometer Incoherent Scatter-Extented atmospheric model of 1990 (MSISE-90).

Because of the uncertainty mainly affecting the LR, the absolute value of the mean optical
depth is likely obtained with a confidence of around 30%. However, in this study, the main
objective is the investigation of the shape of the optical depth distribution rather than the absolute
value. However, we note that the LR retrieval method could induce uncertainty on the shape of
the distribution itself. If we assume that the LR within a cirrus class is kept constant, the vari-
ability of the optical depth (and consequently the shape of the distribution) is only due to the
variation of the particle number density. The uncertainly in the shape of the optical depth dis-
tribution will be discussed in Sec. 4.

Elementary measurements are profiles of the collected laser light backscattered by cirrus ice
particles with integration time of 8000 shots and laser repetition rate of 50 Hz corresponding to
an averaging time of 160 s. Each set of measurements is composed of a temporal series of
elementary measurements during several hours of observations. Usually, lidar measurements
are averaged over a night to improve the SNR, which decreases with increasing altitude.

However, as shown in Fig. 3, long signal integration times tend to erase the temporal infor-
mation (left panels) and can lead to confusion because single-thin clouds moving vertically may
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Fig. 3 Examples of scattering ratio evolution observed at 532 nm with lidar during two cirrus
events. Scale is described with color legend (1 indicates no aerosol). Top panels present the aver-
age optical depth time evolution for the altitude range from 7 to 14 km. Left panels correspond to
profiles of the scattering ratio for the whole time period. Measurements have been performed on
October 3 (a) and September 27, 2000 (b), respectively.
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be detected as a single deeper cloud or a multilayer cloud. Due to this possible altitude shift, it is
not straightforward to follow the same air masses. For thin cirrus clouds, we have investigated
the temporal evolution of their optical thickness estimated from the 160 s raw lidar backscatter
signal averaged over the altitude range from 7 to 14 km (Fig. 3, upper panels). If a mean wind of
10 m∕s is assumed, then during 160 s, a horizontal path of an air parcel of about 1.6 km is
probed. If we consider the advection in the upper troposphere to be faster than cirrus formation,
the temporal cloud structure observed can be considered to have an average of 1.6-km resolution.

4 Variability of Cirrus Optical Depth: Observations

The distribution of the optical depth deduced from each elementary measurement [quantities
shown in Fig. 3(a)] gathered during a year (around 100 nights or 500 h of measurements) is
shown in Fig. 4 on a log scale. Two maxima of the log distribution are observed corresponding
to optical depth of 0.06 and 0.0006, respectively. The optical depth distribution is fitted with two
log-normal functions. While the uncertainty associated with the shape of the optical depth dis-
tribution can be affected by some retrieval assumptions (LR,. . . ), the log-normal fits of the both
modes indicate a satisfactory agreement with local differences from observations and shape
models at the maximum equal to 25%. In this study, it is assumed that a large part of the vari-
ability is probably due to the cirrus cloud types and then investigations were mainly focused on
each of the three classes already identified. Because the properties of the cirrus clouds may
depend on different formation processes, their variability should be studied for each class.
The classification of cirrus types previously performed was based on morphological parameters
provided by lidar observations (vertical depth and mean altitude), and external conditions given
by the co-located radiosondes (temperature and tropopause height). Three classes27 were
obtained. Table 1 shows that the variation of geometric thickness with altitude and the mean

Fig. 4 Probability density distribution of the optical depth (τ) for all 160 s integration files obtained
during the year 2000.

Table 1 Cirrus classes characteristics as a function of their morphology and variability
distribution.

Cirrus
class

Mean
Altitude
(km)

Mean
Thickness

(km)
Standard
deviation

Most
probable

optical depth

C1 8.6 0.9 0.45 0.032

C2 0 9.8 3.2 0.50 0.126

C2 0 0 9.8 3.2 0.30 0.016

C3 11.5 0.9 0.50 0.01
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cloud altitudes are the strongest discriminant parameters. Histograms have been derived with
data characteristic of each specific cluster (Fig. 5) and fitted by a log-normal function given
the most probable value and the standard deviation of the distribution as shown hereafter:

fðlog τÞ ¼ fmax exp

�
−
ðlog τ − log τ0Þ2

2σ20

�
; (2)

where

(1) fðlog τÞ d log τ is the frequency of the measured optical depth in the range log τ
to log τ þ d log τ,

(2) fmax is the highest value of f obtained when τ ¼ τ0,
(3) τ0 is the most frequently observed optical depth and σ0 is its log decimal standard

deviation.

From the Raman Nitrogen channel data, the air density profile is known, allowing us to
retrieve the clouds and aerosols optical depth. The most probable value obtained around optical
depth of 0.0006 exists for all the three classes (Fig. 5) with a standard deviation in the log scale

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5 Probability density of the optical depth (τ) for all the 160 s integration files obtained during
the year 2000 for the first class corresponding to (a) thin low clouds (C3), (b) thick clouds (C2), and
(c) thin clouds at the vicinity of the tropopause (C1).
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σ0 of 0.45. When cirrus clouds disappear within a night of observation, the measurements are
related to the background aerosols. However, this background optical depth can also be due to
the processing methodology. Indeed, to subtract the Rayleigh backscattered contribution of
atmospheric molecules, Nitrogen Raman signal is used, however, its weakness adds some
noise to the backscattered signal by cirrus and atmospheric aerosols. Because elastic and
Raman scattering signals are simultaneously obtained, it does not include any bias.
Moreover, to calibrate the molecular measurements, data are gathered at an altitude range
that is expected to be free of aerosols. If this is not verified, a systematic bias is introduced
as also observed for Caliop experiment.41 Furthermore, noise extraction associated with signal
induces uncertainties.

The histogram of the first class of cirrus (Table 1) corresponding to low thin clouds reveals
that the second maximum associated with the background remains with the same distribution
[Fig. 5(a)]. The other class centered at τ ¼ 0.03 [logðτÞ ¼ −1.5 with a standard deviation of 0.45
in log scale] corresponds to cirrus observed at a mean altitude of 8.6 km and having a geometrical
depth of 0.9 km. During the night, this type of cirrus appears to be intermittent and a large part of
the night is cloud free explaining the large pick associated to background conditions or noise
[logðτÞ ¼ −3.25 with a standard deviation of 0.45]. It corresponds to an altitude where air is
close to saturation with ice presence.42 The log-normal functions used as a fit reveal a better
agreement for this class with a deviation <10%.

The histogram of the second cluster is a more complex one to model because it does not
correspond to a pure log-normal distribution [Fig. 5(b)], suggesting two C2 subclasses. In addi-
tion to the background mode, the second maximum can be modeled by two log-normal functions
with the main one centered on τ ¼ 0.13 [logðτÞ ¼ −0.9] with a standard deviation of 0.45 (called
hereafter C2 0 subtype) and the second one showing a maximum at τ ¼ 0.016 [logðτÞ ¼ −1.8]
with a standard deviation of 0.3 (called hereafter C2 0 0 subtype)

The C2 class corresponds to clouds located at a mean height of 9.8 km and a mean geo-
metrical thickness of 3.2 km. Contrary to the two other cirrus classes, this one corresponds
to more persistent clouds lasting several hours. This bimodal behavior was not expected to
describe a single cirrus class. However, it could be associated with an oscillation between
two modes as described by Kay et al.25 Using an adiabatic parcel model with explicit binned
ice microphysics, Kay et al.25 simulate cirrus cloud optical depth distribution. They found that
the distribution shape depends primarily on the ratio of the ice crystal fallout velocity to the
timescales of other microphysical and dynamical processes that mainly form in two regimes.
One corresponds to a dominant fallout regime for which the distribution exhibits a peak at
large optical depth. The other one corresponds to a small fallout regime that exhibits a bimodal
distribution due to multiple successive freezing events. Our observations of C2 cirrus type cluster
could be like the succession of freezing/thawing effects as illustrated in the case presented in
Fig. 3(a).

For the third class [Fig. 5(c)], the background mode is also detected, whereas another mode
can be seen with a maximum around τ ¼ 0.01 [logðτÞ ¼ −2 with a standard deviation of 0.5].
This last class corresponds to clouds located at a mean height of 11.5 km with a mean geomet-
rical depth of 0.9 km. It is associated with dry filamentary structures isentropically transported
from the tropical troposphere to the tropopause region at mid latitude as already observed13 and
modeled by Ref. 14. The deviation to the fit is larger than for C1 (10%) mainly because the
sample is smaller than for the other cases. Those thin cirrus clouds located close to the tropo-
pause are filamentary structured and are consequently observed sporadically. This could explain
the smaller sampling and the relatively larger mode associated with background conditions when
clouds are not observed.

5 Estimation of the Horizontally Variable Optical Thickness

The previous section shows that optical depth measurements are distributed with a log-normal
function except the C2 class that is composed of two distributions. Then the calculation of the
radiative effect on ground is expected to be different from the case of a homogeneous layer
whose optical depth is generally the most probable one. Here, we calculate an estimate of
the impact of such inhomogeneity on visible scattered solar light at ground. To this end, we
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quantify this impact using the analytical expressions of the average value of the optical thickness
τ̄ from the log-normal function derived from lidar data and we compare τ̄ with τ0.

Let us consider a class of cirrus for which the value of the optical depth is included between τi
and τj. By definition and using Eq. (2) we have

τ̄ ¼ 1

NC

Z
log τf

log τi

τfmax exp

�
−
ðlog τ − log τ0Þ2

2σ20

�
d log τ;

where
τi ≥ 0

τi < τ0 < τf;
and NC is the normalization constant:

NC ¼
Z

log τf

log τi

fmax exp

�
−
ðlog τ − log τ0Þ2

2σ20

�
d log τ:

As d log τ ¼ 1∕In10 dτ∕τ, then

τ̄ ¼ fmax

NCIn10

Z
τf

τi

exp

�
−
ðInτ − Inτ0Þ2
2ðσ0In10Þ2

�
dτ:

To calculate this integral, let

x ¼ Inτ − Inτ0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2σ0In10

p then τ ¼ τ0e
x

ffiffiffiffiffi
2σ0

p
In10

and

τ̄ ¼ fmax

NC

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2σ0τ0e

p ðσ0In10Þ2
2

ZInτf−Inτ0ffiffi
2

p
σ0In10

Inτi−Inτ0ffiffi
2

p
σ0oIn10

exp

�
−
�
x −

σ0In10ffiffiffi
2

p
�

2
�
dx:

As τi ¼ 0 if we let u ¼ x − σ0In10ffiffi
2

p we obtain

τ̄ ¼ fmax

NC

ffiffiffi
2

p
σ0τ0e

ðσ0In10Þ2
2

ZInτf−Inτ0ffiffi
2

p
σ0In10

−σ0In10ffiffi
2

p

−∞

e−u
2

du:

As by definition43,44

Z
z

0

e−t
2

d t ¼
ffiffiffi
π

p
2

erfðzÞ

τ̄ ¼ fmax

NC
σ0τ0e

ðσ0 In 10Þ2
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
π

2

�
1þ erf

�
In τf − In τ0ffiffiffi

2
p

σ0 In 10
−
σ0 In 10ffiffiffi

2
p

��s
.

Using the same method, we obtain

NC ¼ fmaxσ0

ffiffiffi
π

2

r �
1þ erf

�
Inτf − Inτ0ffiffiffi

2
p

σ0In10

��
.

Finally,
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τ̄ ¼ τ0 exp

�
1

2
ðσ0In10Þ2

� 1þ erf

�
Inτf−Inτ0ffiffi
2

p
σ0In10

− σ0In10ffiffi
2

p
�

1þ erf

�
Inτf−Inτ0ffiffi

2
p

σ

� : (3)

For each class of cirrus, τ0 and σ0 are deduced from lidar observations (Table 1). For clouds
with optical depth ≤0.1, the multiple scattering is negligible.44 The lidar observations of thin
clouds C1, C2 0 0, and C3 (Fig. 5) reveal a large part of the distribution of optical depths smaller
than this value (0.1). However, the C2 0 class [Fig. 5(b)] reveals a significant fraction of optical
depths larger than 0.1.

We have calculated τ̄ with τf ¼ 0.1 for each class (Table 2) to obtain the single scattering
contribution of the cirrus particles at solar wavelengths. We have also calculated τ̄ using the true
values of τf (Table 3) given by the observations (Fig. 5) for having realistic estimates taking into
account multiple scattering. By comparing the results obtained with the two different values of τf
for all classes of cirrus, we deduce an estimate of the net scattering effect of the solar light due to
the cirrus nonhomogeneity.

Distributions of optical depth derived from lidar data show that the maximum value of
the optical depth of C1, C2 0 0 and C3 cirrus is τf ¼ 0.562, τf ¼ 0.1, and τf ¼ 0.316,
respectively.

For thin clouds, even if we consider only single scattering effects, more visible light is
received at ground for clouds with a nonhomogeneous distribution compared with homogeneous
ones by 5%, 25%, and 59% for C1, C2 0 0, and C3 (Table 2), respectively. When single and multi-
ple scattering processes are applied (τf>0.1), the values of the ratio τ̄∕τ0 are larger than values
when only single scattering takes place (τf ¼ 0.1). With respect to the optical depth τ0, the
scattering effect has increased by 65% and 88% for classes 1 and 3, respectively (Table 3).
For C2 0 0 class, the ratio τ̄∕τ0 does not increase, given that τf ¼ 0.1.

Table 2 Most frequently observed optical depth (second column) and mean optical depth of inho-
mogeneous clouds (third column) in case of single scattering processes (fourth column) as a func-
tion of cirrus class. Fifth column provides the ratio between the mean and the most frequently
observed optical depth.

Class of cirrus τ0 τ̄ τf τ̄∕τ0

C1 0.032 0.033 0.1 1.05

C2 0 0.126 0.054 0.1 0.43

C2 0 0 0.016 0.020 0.1 1.25

C3 0.01 0.016 0.1 1.59

Table 3 Most frequently observed optical depth (second column) and mean optical depth of inho-
mogeneous clouds (third column) in case of maximum optical depth (fourth column) suggesting
multiple scattering processes, as a function of cirrus class. Fifth column provides the ratio between
the mean and the most frequently observed optical depth.

Class of cirrus τ0 τ̄ τf τ̄∕τ0

C1 0.032 0.052 0.562 1.65

C2 0 0.126 0.203 1.78 1.61

C2 0 0 0.016 0.020 0.1 1.25

C3 0.01 0.019 0.316 1.88
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As the mean geometrical depth of cirrus of classes C1 and C3, which are small (0.9 km see
Table 1), and as the fluctuations of the geometrical thickness around its mean value remains
smaller than 0.1 km, then the physical properties and the size distribution of the cirrus particles
should be the same within the whole cloud. Consequently, the distribution of the optical depth
in C1 and C3 cirrus classes originates mainly from the variation of the concentration of
particles.

For the class C2 0 of cirrus, we have calculated the optical depth by assuming that only single-
scattering processes occur (τf ¼ 0.1). We obtain τ̄ < τ0 as shown in Table 2. This means that the
greatest contribution to the optical depth originates from parts of the cloud whose optical depths
are lower than τ0. On the contrary, the results obtained taking into account the true value of τf is
such that τ̄ > τ0 with τ̄ > 0.1 (Table 3). The single- and multiple-scattering contributions, which
take place when τf>0.1 are important: the ratio τ̄∕τ0 is 3.7 times greater when τf ¼ 1.78 than
when τf ¼ 0.1. This does not mean that the increase of ground irradiance reaches 3.7, as a large
part of the solar light is scattered back to space.

6 Discussions and Conclusions

The analysis of the variability of the temporal optical depth of cirrus observed by lidar with a
160 s resolution allowed us to access to the temporal resolution that can be converted into hori-
zontal variability of around 2-km resolution when advection is assumed to be the main cause of
the variability. For the three observed cirrus classes, the variability has been statistically modeled
using a log-normal distribution. For both classes of thin clouds, a monomodal distribution with a
log-normal function is an appropriate fit of the optical depth, whereas for thick clouds, two log-
normal functions are required to model the optical depth. This may be linked to multiple freezing
processes.

For C1, C2 0 0, and C3 classes of thin clouds, the optical depth distribution shows that single
scattering processes dominate the interaction between solar light and cirrus particles. However
for C2 0 clouds multiple scattering processes have to be taken into account. In case multiple
scattering is considered, the nonhomogeneous nature of the cirrus clouds induces more scattering
of visible solar light than for homogeneous clouds. This phenomenon is amplified for thick
clouds. This can be partly due to multiple scattering processes.

The statistical modeling of the horizontal distribution of the optical depth can be helpful for
downscaling issues as encountered in numerical climate models or when developing retrievals of
passive measurements from space having large fields of view.

The next step of this study will consist of coupling lidar measurements with ground irradi-
ance measurements as well as fisheye pictures to take into account the horizontal size of the
clouds in addition of the subgrid variability.
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